






Arff Babies....born happy 
and forever incredible....

High Trust Moms!













Dennyyyyy!

I want to thank you again for everything you have done for 
me since August, way beyond a standard teacher PD. 

I cannot tell you how tight I was before August... stressed, 
lacking confidence, and generally not balanced. I feel so 
good and excited about life right now... I have an amazing 
job and most importantly a good looking and loving hub-
by!

I am so excited about HT, that I am working to get my par-
ents to you in Kirkland. My mom is balanced, she is a two 
time cancer survivor with spirit and gusto for life! YOU. 
WOULD. LOVE. HER! My dad is also beyond fabulous but 
needs to know about the list and how to love deeply and 
never be hurt again. He is a super hard sell, but I am on it!

I am extraordinarily grateful, Denny! Thank you!

Crystal

Crystal Lynn Gassert
Fourth Grade Teacher
Hearst Elementary School





















Hi Denny,

I am so sorry I was not able to complete the workshop this 
past weekend.  Without trying to offer excuses, I just want 
to say that I think I need to physically get away so that I am 
not always “on call.” 

Even though I only attended Thursday evening, I enjoyed 
it so much and found it to be very helpful.  I am sure I 
missed out on a lot, so I was poking around your website to 
see when you will be offering more workshops.

Enjoy the holidays with your beautiful family and I look 
forward to learning more from you in 2013!

Yay!

Take care,

Carmen Canales
E.L.L. Teacher
T.C. Williams High School
Alexandria City Public Schools
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